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DESCRIPTION

[0001] The present invention relates to a method and device for drilling shafts in ground layers consisting of rock, clay and/or related materials. The phrase “rock, clay and/or related materials” is understood to mean diverse types of ground which can form the ground layers of a water basin or a land area up to a very variable depth. Such ground layers for instance form part of sea arms, streams and rivers, docks, storage reservoirs, access channels to locks or inlet docks. Rocky bottoms also fall within these types of ground. Drilling a shaft can for instance be necessary in order to arrange piles in the ground or to realize piles by filling the shaft with a binder during or after the drilling, and curing this binder.

[0002] A known method for the drilling cavities or shafts in ground layers consisting of rock, clay and/or related materials comprises of arranging a borehole casing in the ground, lowering into the borehole casing a hollow drill string provided with a drill head with cutting tools, then setting the drill string into rotation in the borehole casing so that ground material is dislodged by the cutting action of the cutting tools, and discharging the dislodged ground material, for instance by suctioning through the cavity of the drill string.

[0003] The known method has the drawback, among others, that during drilling in cohesive ground layers, such as for instance in clay, ground material remains adhered to the drill head, whereby its cutting action is impeded. Not only is less ground material dislodged, the discharged of the dislodged ground material is moreover obstructed. Both effects result in a reduced drilling efficiency. Similar problems otherwise occur when drilling in cracked rock and in compact sand layers.

[0004] EP-A-0543140 relates to a method and device for forming cement pilings into a ground. In the disclosed method, ground material is removed by rotating a drill head with cutting tools in a borehole casing. In the bored hole a hardenable cement mixture is injected in the ground, which cement mixture is provided through the hollow drill string. The injected cement mixture forms a cement piling in the ground after hardening. A shaft casing provided with a drill head is used to control the transverse dimensions of the formed piling by counter rotating the casing with respect to the drill string, which prevents the drill string from deviating from its central axis.

[0005] US 3674100 relates to impact drilling using a drilling apparatus provided with an anvil. The device of US 3674100 employs a hollow double walled drill pipe provided in a casing. While the anvil is subjected to impact energy, compressed air is passed down the annular passage between the walls of the drill pipe into an axial bore of the drill bit, while water is passed between the drill pipe and the casing. The water passes into the axial bore of the bit and upwardly though the cavity of the hollow drill pipe to discharge cut material.

[0006] DE 124203 C discloses a method for drilling shafts in quicksand. The method comprises of arranging a borehole casing in the quicksand, lowering into the borehole casing a hollow drill string provided with a drill head with cutting tools, and arranging a water column in the borehole casing so that ground material is dislodged by the cutting action of the cutting tools and discharged using a flow maintained by the water column in the hollow drill string. The cutting tools are provided on wings. Water jets provided on the wings aid in dislodging cut material through the hollow drill string.

[0007] EP 0496481 A2 discloses a handheld device for drilling shafts in a ground. The device utilizes a jet of high velocity fluid flow through a nozzle to excavate ground material. A second passage for air flow is provided by an evaporator skirt that is directed in a direction opposite the direction of the high velocity excavating flow to entrain the excavated material.

[0008] The invention has for its object to provide a method and device for drilling shafts in ground layers consisting of rock, clay and/or related materials, which at least partially obviate the above stated and other drawbacks.

[0009] The invention provides for this purpose a method for drilling shafts in ground layers consisting of rock, clay and/or related materials, comprising of arranging a borehole casing in the ground in a manner such that it admits substantially no water on its underside, arranging a water column in the borehole casing, lowering into the borehole casing a hollow drill string provided with a drill head with cutting tools, then setting the drill string into rotation in the borehole casing so that ground material is dislodged by the cutting action of the cutting tools and is discharged using a flow maintained by the water column in the hollow drill string, with the proviso that at the position of the drill head a first fluid is injected under a first pressure of at least 200 bar into the ground layers by means of one or more nozzles, the nozzles being positioned such that they inject the first fluid substantially radially outward into ground layers situated at a greater depth than the lower outer end of the borehole casing. It has been found that this renders the use of an underreaming construction unnecessary, whereby the below stated problems are prevented. The radially outward directed first fluid jets do indeed ensure that the ground is at least partially removed or weakened at the position of the underside of the borehole casing, so that the borehole casing can move deeper into the ground. An extra advantage hereof is
that less deep drilling is necessary in order to achieve the same shaft depth.

[0010] It has been found that with the method according to the invention the drilling efficiency is increased markedly relative to the known method, among other reasons due to a reduced adhesion of ground material to the drill head.

[0011] According to the invention a water column is arranged in the space between the substantially coaxially disposed borehole casing and drill string. This water column provides for a pressure difference between the upper side and the underside of the drill string, wherein the pressure is of course higher on the underside. A flow is hereby maintained in the hollow drill string, in which flow the dislodged ground material is discharged to the upper side of the drill string. In order not to lose the water pressure, the borehole casing is arranged in a manner way that it admits substantially no water on its underside. For this purpose the borehole casing is generally placed on or in the (water) bottom, so creating a good seal and water sealing at the lower outer end of the borehole casing. Because the drill string with drill head must be received in the borehole casing, the borehole casing has a larger diameter than the drill head. In order to still be able to allow the borehole casing to penetrate the ground use is generally made of so-called underreaming. In underreaming the drill string is provided on the drill head outer end with a construction having radially fold-out side arms. When drilling is carried out with the arms in the folded-out position a borehole will be created which is wider than the diameter drilled by the drill head. The ground directly beneath the borehole casing is hereby drilled away and the borehole casing can be moved even deeper into the ground, for instance in order to obtain a better sealing with the ground. Underreaming is also applied when a wider foot must be drilled in order to obtain extra pile bearing capacity or anchoring. A drawback of underreaming is however that the construction used for this purpose is complex and vulnerable. The presence of the underreaming construction can moreover reduce the drilling efficiency. There is also a risk that falling debris can block the mechanism of the protruding arms, whereby it becomes impossible to once again remove the drill string from the borehole. This is of course highly undesirable. Another preferred embodiment of the invented method is characterized in that the first fluid is injected under a first pressure of at least 350 bar, more preferably at least 500 bar and most preferably at least 650 bar. Such high and very high pressures are found to further support the intended increase in efficiency.

[0012] According to a preferred embodiment of the invented method, a second fluid is also-injected under a second pressure into the hollow drill string at the position of the drill head. The second fluid preferably has a lower density than water, whereby this second fluid rises and expands in the drill string, thus further supporting the upward flow. A particularly suitable second fluid comprises air. The second pressure can be varied within wide limits, although the drilling efficiency is optimal when the second pressure lies between 2 and 50 bar, more preferably between 4 and 30 bar, and most preferably between 6 and 20 bar.

[0013] It is further advantageous that the nozzles co-rotate with the drill head during injection of the first fluid, for instance by being connected to the drill head. The first fluid can comprise any injectable substance, although particularly suitable is water to which additives, such as for instance abrasive agents, are added if desired.

[0014] The invention also relates to a device for performing the above described method. The features of the device are described in the appended claims. Other details and advantages of the invention will become apparent from the following description of a method and a device for drilling shafts in ground layers consisting of rock, clay and/or related materials. This description is given solely by way of example, without the invention being limited thereto. The reference numerals relate to the accompanying figures. In the figures: figure 1 shows a schematic representation of a device according to the invention, and figure 2 shows a schematic side view of a rotating drill head equipped with nozzles according to the invention.

[0015] Referring to figure 1, a device 1 is shown for drilling a shaft 2 in a ground layer 3. Ground layer 3 preferably comprises rock, but may also comprise clay and/or related materials. Device 1 comprises a borehole casing 4 which can be arranged in ground 3 in known manner by means which are not shown. The diameter of borehole casing 4 is in principle all but unlimited, though preferably amounts to at least 1 m, more preferably at least 2 m, still more preferably at least 4 m and most preferably at least 6 m. Arranging borehole casing 4 in ground 3 can for instance take place by means of driving and/or drilling. Because borehole casing 4 supports on its underside 4a on a ground layer 3a, a substantially water-impermeable sealing is achieved. Borehole casing 4 generally comprises a thick-walled steel tube which is suitable for placing a drilling installation on the top side thereof and which remains substantially stationary during the drilling.

[0016] Borehole casing 4 is sufficiently large to provide space for a drill string 5. Drill string 5 comprises a number of borehole casings 5a mutually connected by means of flanges. Hollow borehole casings 5a together form a central cavity 6. Drill string 5 is provided on the underside with a drill head 7 with cutting tools 8, for instance in the form of cutting discs. In order to increase the weight of the drill head, drill string 5 can if desired be provided with weighting collars (not shown), although this is not essential. In order to prevent outward buckling of drill string 5 during drilling, drill string 5 is preferably provided with a number of stabilizers 9 which are arranged distributed in axial direction and which support against inner wall 4b of borehole casing 4. Device 1 also comprises means for maintaining a water column 10 in borehole casing 4, for instance in the form of a pump (not shown) with
sufficient rise height and flow rate (typically for instance 1000 m³/h) so as to maintain the highest possible water level 11 in borehole casing 4. Device 1 further comprises means for setting drill string 5 into rotation in borehole casing 4. Such means preferably comprise a transmission in the form of a swivel 15 provided with a drive (not separately shown). By setting drill string 5 into rotation on the top side thereof, and through the relatively stiff coupling of borehole casings 5a, the drill head is also set into rotation in drilling direction 20 (see figure 2), whereby ground 3 is crushed by the action of cutting tools 8. Although borehole casing 4 and drill string 5 run practically vertically in the shown figures, they can be adjusted to any angle relative to the ground surface, this from a jack-up platform or pontoon or from the shore when the device forms part of for instance a vehicle.

[0017] In the shown preferred variant a water column 10 is arranged in the space between the substantially coaxially disposed borehole casing 4 and drill string 5. This water column 10 provides for a pressure difference 12 between the upper side of drill string 5 at the position of water level 11 and the underside of drill string 5 at the position of cutting tools 8, wherein the pressure is of course higher on the underside. Owing to this pressure difference 12 and because borehole casing 5 is open on the underside, so that a throughfeed is possible to cavity 6, water and loosened ground material 31 flow in the direction indicated by arrows 22 and 23 into cavity 6. An upward flow 30 is thus maintained in cavity 6 of drill string 5, in which flow 30 the loosened ground material 31 (see figure 2) is discharged to the top side of drill string 5, where it is discharged to for instance a storage reservoir 14 via an overflow 13. The water pressure is substantially maintained due to the substantially water-tight sealing between underside 4a of borehole casing 4 and ground 3a.

[0018] In order to further increase the discharge of loosened ground material 31 through cavity 6 of borehole casing 5, the shown preferred variant also comprises means for injecting air under a second pressure into the hollow drill string 5 at the position of drill head 7. These means comprise feed lines 16 which are arranged on drill string 5 and which are connected at the one outer end to a compressor 17 and which debouch at the other outer end into cavity 6 of drill string 5 via air inlet valves 18 (see also figure 2). Compressor 17 ensures that air is carried under a certain pressure through lines 16 in the direction indicated by arrows 19 and enters flow 30 (indicated by arrows 40). Because the compressed air has a lower density than the water flowing in cavity 6, the air arises as bubbles 21 in drill string 5, whereby the flow in the direction indicated by arrow 22 is further supported. The drilling efficiency is hereby increased. The second pressure produced by compressor 17 preferably lies between 2 and 50 bar, more preferably between 4 and 30 bar, and most preferably between 6 and 20 bar.

[0019] Device 1 according to the invention is further provided with one or more nozzles 25 (see figure 2) for injecting a first fluid, preferably water, under a first pressure into ground layers 3 at the position of drill head 7. Drill string 5 and/or borehole casing 4 and/or drill head 7 are provided with conduits (not shown) for feeding the first fluid to the nozzles. The conduits are connected to pressure means such as a pump or compressor for bringing the first fluid under pressure. As shown in figure 2, the nozzles are preferably mounted on drill head 7 so that they co-rotate with the drill head, although mounting on for instance drill string 5 and/or on borehole casing 5a is likewise possible. Nozzles 25 are suitable for injecting the water under a first pressure of at least 200 bar, preferably at least 350 bar, more preferably at least 500 bar and most preferably at least 650 bar. In the embodiment shown in figure 2 the nozzles are directed substantially radially outward, whereby water jets 26 are injected into ground layer 3 at a greater depth than the lower outer end 4a of borehole casing 4. Extra ground material 3b is hereby removed or at least weakened at the position of underside 4a of borehole casing 4, whereby borehole casing 4 can move deeper into the ground 3. An underwater construction is hereby no longer necessary. An additional advantage of injecting water under high pressure is that additional material (such as ground material 3b) is hereby loosened, whereby more loosened ground material reaches cavity 6 in the direction of arrows 22 and 23, and the drilling efficiency is increased.

[0020] The transmission (swivel 15) is designed such that it can transfer a first fluid flow under high pressure from the stationary to the rotating part of the device. Transmission 5 is therefore preferably suitable for withstanding an internal pressure of at least 200 bar, more preferably at least 350 bar, still more preferably at least 500 bar and most - preferably at least 650 bar, and is preferably leak-proof at such pressures. Swivel 15 is further suitable for transmitting the necessary torque from the stationary to the rotating part of the device in order to transmit the second pressure to conduits 19, as well as for discharging the water - ground material mixture (30, 31). Swivel 15 is further suitable for retaining these properties under the influence of the vibrations which inevitably occur during the drilling, and which only increase as drill head 7 penetrates further into ground layers 3.

[0021] The placing and orientation of nozzles 25 may be chosen as a function of the type of ground. It is therefore advantageous to mount nozzles 25 releasably on drill head 7 and/or drill string 5 so that they can be easily displaced. It is also advantageous to mount nozzles 25 movably, for instance pivotally, on drill head 7 and/or drill string 5, so that the fluid jets can be aimed in simple manner. It is further advantageous to place nozzles 25 such that they can approach relatively closely the ground layers for cutting. The cutting efficiency of nozzles decreases quickly under water, and is generally already negligible after several decimetres. The device according to the invention preferably further comprises means which make it possible to choose which nozzles must be activated at which moment, this subject to the properties of the ground layer for drilling.
[0022] The feed lines for the first and second fluid can be long, particularly in the case of drilling at great depth. These lines are preferably carried substantially without bends from the upper side of device 1 to the lower part of drill string 5 (and/or drill head 7). Pressure losses are hereby prevented as far as possible.

[0023] The invented device and method are particularly suitable for drilling shafts of relatively large diameters in composite grounds so as to enable forming and/or arranging of foundation piles therein. In addition, the device and method provide a new method of (hydraulic) underreaming. Arranging nozzles on the underside of the drill head ensures that cutting tools are less likely to become stuck fast in the ground layers. Arranging nozzles on the side of the drill head ensures that the diameter of the borehole under the borehole casing is increased, so that use of a vulnerable underreamer is no longer necessary.

[0024] It has been found that by injecting a first fluid such as water under high-pressures of typically 400 bar, composite ground such as clay ground, but also eroded rocky ground, can be cut with improved efficiency (for instance by 7% and more). At even higher pressures of more than 650 bar relatively soft rocks can also be crushed with improved efficiency. The device and method are particularly suitable for drilling in composite ground and eroded rock with compression strengths up to about 5 MPa.

[0025] The invention is not limited to the embodiment described here, and many modifications could be made thereto, to the extent these modifications fall within the scope of the appended claims.
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Patentkrav

1. Fremgangsmåde til boring af skakter (2) i jordlag (3) bestående af klippe, ler og/eller tilhørende materialer, hvilken fremgangsmåde omfatter anbringelse af en borehulsforing (4) i jorden (3) på en sådan måde, at den i alt væsentligt ikke tillader noget vand på dens underside (4a), sænkning af en hul borestreng (5), som er forsynet med et borehoved (7) med skæreværktøjer (8), ned i borehulsforingen (4), tilvejebringelse af en vandsøjle (10) i borehulsforingen (4), hvorefter borestrengen (5) bringes i rotation (20) i borehulsforingen (4), således at jordmateriale (31) løsnes ved skæreværktøjernes (8) skærevirkning og udledes ved brug af en strøm (30), som opretholdes ved hjælp af vandsøjlen (10) i den hule borestreng (5), hvorved et første fluidum (26) indsprøjtes under et første tryk på mindst 200 bar i jordlagene (3) ved hjælp af en eller flere dyser (25) ved borehovedets (7) position, idet dyserne (25) er således placeret, at de indsprøjter det første fluidum (26) i alt væsentligt radiaalt udad i jordlagene (3b), som er placeret ved en større dybde end borehulsforingens (4) nedre ydre ende (4a), således at borehulsforingen kan bevæge sig dybere ned i jorden.

2. Fremgangsmåde ifølge krav 1, kendetegnet ved, at der indsprøjtes et andet fluidum (21) under et andet tryk i den hule borestreng (5) ved borehovedets (7) position, hvorved den opadgående strøm (3) understøtttes.

3. Fremgangsmåde ifølge krav 1 eller 2, kendetegnet ved, at det første fluidum (26) indsprøjtes ved et første tryk på i det mindste 350 bar, forttrinsvis i det mindste 500 bar og især i det mindste 650 bar.

4. Fremgangsmåde ifølge ethvert af de foregående krav, kendetegnet ved, at dyserne (25) roterer sammen med borehovedet (7) under indsprøjtningen af det første fluidum (26).

5. Fremgangsmåde ifølge ethvert af de foregående krav, kendetegnet ved, at det andet tryk ligger på imellem 2 og 50 bar, forttrinsvis imellem 4 og 30 bar og især imellem 6 og 20 bar.
6. Fremgangsmåde ifølge ethvert af de foregående krav, **kendetegnet ved**, at det første fluidum (26) omfatter vand.

7. Fremgangsmåde ifølge ethvert af de foregående krav, **kendetegnet ved**, at det andet fluidum (21) omfatter luft.

8. Apparat (1) til boring af skakter (2) i jordlag (3) bestående af klippe, ler og/eller tilhørende materialer, hvilket apparat omfatter en borehulsføring (4) og midler til dennes anbringelse i jorden (3), en hul boarestreng (5), som kan anbringes i borehulsføringen (4) og er forsynet med et borehoved (7) med skæreværktøjer (8), midler til opretholdelse af en vandsøjle (10) i borehulsføringen (4), og midler til at bringe boarestrengen (5) i rotation (20) i borehulsføringen (4) og til udledning af løsnet jordmateriale (31) ved brug af den strøm (30), som opretholdes ved hjælp af vandsøjlen (10) i den hule boarestreng (5), hvorved apparatet omfatter en eller flere dyser (25) til indspørgtning af et første fluidum (26) under et første tryk på i det mindste 200 bar i jordlagene (3) ved borehovedets (7) position, idet dyserne (25) rettes i alt væsentligt radialt udad, således at de er i stand til at spørje det første fluidum (26) ind i jordlagene (3b), som er placeret ved en større dybde end borehulsføringens (4) nedre ydre ende (4a), således at borehulsføringen kan bevæge sig dybere ned i jorden.

9. Apparat ifølge krav 8, **kendetegnet ved**, at det har midler til indspørgtning af et andet fluidum under et andet tryk i den hule boarestreng (5) ved borehovedets (7) position.

10. Apparat ifølge krav 8 eller 9, **kendetegnet ved**, at dyserne (25) er velegnet til at indspørge det første fluidum (26) under et første tryk på i det mindste 350 bar, fortrinsvis i det mindste 500 bar og især i det mindste 650 bar.

11. Apparat ifølge ethvert af kravene 8 - 10, **kendetegnet ved**, at dyserne (25) er monteret på borehovedet (7) og/eller boarestrengen (5).
12. Apparat ifølge ethvert af kravene 8 - 11, kendetegnet ved, at midlerne til indsprøjtning af det andet fluidum under et andet tryk i borehulsstrengen (5) er velegnet til et andet tryk, som ligger imellem 2 og 50 bar, fortrinsvis imellem 4 og 30 bar og især imellem 6 og 20 bar.

13. Apparat ifølge ethvert af kravene 8 - 12, kendetegnet ved, at borehulsforingen gens diameter (4) er i det mindste 1 m, fortrinsvis i det mindste 2 m, især i det mindste 4 m og særlig fortrinsvis i det mindste 6 m.


15. Løfteponton forsynet med et apparat ifølge ethvert af kravene 8 -14.
FIG. 1